I just need some time away
Time to leave the drama
Time to leave the stress
Sometimes I really wish I was a leaf
Or a seed in a flower,
So that when the wind changes
It will pick me up, and take me with it.
I just need some time to think
Time to figure out in my head
Time to work out where I am going
Sometimes I wish I was a cloud, gentle and calm,
Able to see everything going on below me
But not having to worry.
I just need some comfort,
A place where I can take in my surroundings,
A place that helps me to escape.
Sometimes I wish I was a flower,
Beautiful and soft,
So I can look at the beauty around me
And know that I am just like them.
I just need some fun.
Being able to do something
“Just because I want to”
Being able to forget life’s problems and worries
Just for a while.
Sometimes I wish I was a bird, able to fly wild and free,
To toss and turn with the wind,
To go where I want.
Carefree.
I just need to walk,
To be able to let go, to turn a new page,
To look back and learn.
Sometimes I wish I was an athlete,
Able to run till my legs give out,
To see where I am going and not have to look back.
I just need to scream,
To let go of everything that’s in my head,
To let my voice be heard and listened to,
To stand up for something,
To make a difference.
Sometimes I wish I was a fighter,
Able to leave everything in the ring,
Able to pick myself up, bloody and bruised,
And move on clean and fresh
To be fearless.
But I am the way that I am for a reason,
Even if I don’t know why now.
Life is life for a reason.
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